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Motivation and Overview

I Power Counting: an organizational scheme for assessing the size and
importance of different terms in a diagrammatic framework

I Goal: Develop power counting estimates and test many-body
perturbation theory (MBPT) for uniform nuclear matter using
low-momentum interactions

I Plan: Revisit Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone (BBG) theory, which was
developed for NN potentials with strongly repulsive cores
. In BBG power counting, available phase space volume of

particles/holes determines the relative size of different diagrams
. Old: For hard-core potentials, BBG requires resummation of certain

classes of MBPT diagrams
. New: Low-momentum interactions from renormalization group

transformations simplify the counting and enhance perturbativeness

Questions and Issues to Address

I How does the power counting work with low-momentum potentials?
I How do we handle many-body forces in this context? What can we say

about density-dependent 2-body forces from 3-body terms?
I In BBG, particles and holes are counted asymmetrically. Does this

persist with low-momentum interactions?
I How does the many-body power counting relate to the power counting

for effective field theory (EFT) in free space?
I What is the dependence on EFT regulators (e.g., local vs. nonlocal)?
I Can we use insights from MBPT to reformulate our EFT and connect

this to DFT and solving DME beyond HF order?

Formalism

I Define a Hamiltonian for the nuclear system Ĥ = Ĥ0 + ĤI

. Ĥ0 defines a reference state |Φ〉 : Ĥ0|Φ〉 = E0|Φ〉

. Expand around the reference state with MBPT
I Energy of the interacting system is found using Goldstone’s Theorem

E = E0 + 〈Φ| ĤI

∞

∑
n=0

( 1

E0− Ĥ0
ĤI

)n
|Φ〉Connected

I Represent terms in the series using Goldstone diagrams (i.e.
time-integrated Feynman diagrams)

I Goldstone diagram formalism is particularly useful for making power
counting estimates manifesting particle-hole asymmetry

Goldstone Diagram Examples

∑
a,b < kf
c,d > kf
e,f > kf

〈ab| V̂2 |cd〉〈cd | V̂2 |ef 〉〈ef | V̂2 |ab〉
(Ea + Eb−Ec−Ed)(Ea + Eb−Ee−Ef )

∑
a,b < kf
c,d > kf

〈ab| V̂2 |cd〉〈cd | V̂2 |ab〉
(Ea + Eb−Ec−Ed)

Diagram Channels

I Full analysis will need to include hole-hole (hh) and particle-hole (ph)
as well as particle-particle (pp) channels

I For hard-core NN potentials, hh-channel more perturbative than
pp-channel at all SRG evolution scales down to λ = 2.0 fm−1

G-Matrix in Conventional BBG Theory

I Perturbation theory in the potential
does not converge for traditional NN
interactions with repulsive cores

I Problem arises from strong
off-diagonal matrix elements in the
potential =⇒ extended particle
phase space

I Solution: resum the particle-particle
(pp) ladders into the G-matrix
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+ ++ ... =

〈k1k2|G(E)|k3k4〉 = 〈k1k2|V |k3k4〉+ ∑
k5k6

〈k1k2|V |k5k6〉
Θ(k5−kF)Θ(k6−kF)

E − εk5− εk6

〈k5k6|G|k3k4〉

I G-matrix similar to Lippman-Schwinger equation for T-matrix only
defined with in-medium Pauli blocking and a single-particle spectrum

I Energy dependence G(E) of the G-matrix comes from the rest of the
diagram; matrix elements are solved for self-consistently

Bare and Evolved Potentials

I G-matrix resummation weakens off-diagonal matrix elements but
substantial strength remains (bare AV18 and G-matrix shown below)

I After Similarity Renormalization Group
(SRG) evolution, off-diagonal matrix
elements are driven to zero

I Low-momentum potentials are found to
be much more amenable to many-body
perturbation theory

Phase Space

I Vlowk transformation =⇒ Λ cutoff in the relative momentum k

I Λ constrains the particle phase space available to the system
I Reduced integration region =⇒ V becomes peturb. in the pp-channel
I SRG transformation: effective cutoff Λ in relative momentum remains

from decoupling high- and low-energy states

3rd to 2nd Order in Particle-Particle Channel - AV18

I Test perturbativeness by looking at the 3rd order to 2nd order diagram
ratio in the particle-particle channel

AV18 - S,P,D pws
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I For repulsive core AV18, ratio falls from O(1) to O(.01) at saturation
density ρ = 0.16 fm−3 after SRG evolution

I Hole-hole channel is perturbative with ratio O(.01) and little change
after SRG evolution

3rd/2nd Ratio at Different Orders in the Chiral Expansion

R = 0.8 fm - S,P,D pws LO
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R = 1.2 fm - S,P,D pws LO
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I Epelbaum et al. NN potentials analyzed up to fifth order (N4LO)
I Perturbativeness in pp-channel depends on the cutoff for N3LO, N4LO
I Qualitative agreement with hierarchy set by Weinberg eigenvalues

Estimates: Separable Approximation to 1S0 Vlowk(k ,k ′)

I For estimates, a rank-1 separable
version of V (k ,k ′) is adequate

I e.g., V (k ,k ′) = C0 η(k)η(k ′) with
η(k) = (−1 + k/2) for 1S0 Vlowk

I Similarly in other channels and for
SRG potentials

Estimates: Schematic Representation of Factorization

=⇒

I Separability “splits” vertices
and averaging the outer hole
lines allows for factorization
of the different sub-diagram
elements

Estimates in the Particle-Particle Channel

I Estimate the energy ratio for the
n+1 pp-ladder diagram to the n
pp-ladder diagram

I Assume potential is separable,
angle average Pauli term (exact
in s waves), average hole
momenta

E (n+1)
pp

E (n)
pp

≈ m∗

m

∫ d3k
(2π)3 Q(Pav,k)

〈k|V |k〉
k2

av−k2

NM saturation density

λ = 2.0 fm-1

Exact 1S0  Vlowk

Approx. 1S0 Vlowk

Exact 1S0 SRG
Approx. 1S0 SRG
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I Energy estimate reproduces exact result to within 20% at saturation
I Estimate approach easily extended to hole-hole energy ratio

Unitary Gas Exception

I The unitary Fermi gas serves as a sanity check for the above analysis
I The unitary limit has the following separation of scales:

R� k−1
F � a

. So kF is only scale in the unitary limit

I No remaining expansion parameter =⇒ expect non-perturbative
I T-matrix has pole at zero-energy bound state; with separable V :

〈k|T |k′〉 = C0〈k |η〉

(
1−

∫ d3p
(2π)3

〈p|V |p〉
E − h̄2p2/m

)−1

〈η |k ′〉 for V ≡ C0|η〉〈η |

=⇒ V ∼−2π2/Λ and R ∝ Λ−1 =⇒ kF� Λ =⇒ QkF→ 1

I Substitute into estimate equation =⇒ E (n+1)
pp /E (n)

pp ∼−1 X

Beyond the G-matrix: Hole-Line Expansion

I Pertubativeness problem is not resolved after G-matrix resummation;
perturbation theory in G-matrix insertions does not converge
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I Diagrams 3rd, 4th order in G-matrix insertions but of the same order

I Old Story (based on phase-space power counting):
. Power expansion in G-matrix insertions does not converge. Organize

diagrams by the number of (independent) hole-lines in each
. Defect wavefunction: measure of the difference between

free/correlated two-body wavefunctions
. Wound integral serves as expansion parameter
. Power counting tailored around potentials with repulsive cores

I New Story (validated by numerical tests):
. Expansion in the potential converges after renormalization group

transformations to sufficiently low momentum
. Additional hole and particle lines are suppressed

Case Study: 3-Body Forces

I 3-body forces essential for reproducing nuclear
matter empirical saturation point; power counting
arguments must be extended to include 3-body

I Do the simplest case first: 3-body contact term at
N2LO in the chiral expansion

I Consider density-dependent 2-body term formed
from 3-body contact

VE =
cE

2f 4
π Λχ

∑
i 6=j

τi · τj V dd
E =−3cEρf

2f 4
π Λχ

I Look at ratio of 2nd-order diagrams for these terms, relevant for validity
of the Normal-Ordered 2-Body (NO2B) approximation used by many
methods (e.g. CC, IM-SRG, SCGF)

I Energy contrib. from individ. diagrams will be scale/scheme dependent
I Here we use a non-local regulator completely symmetric in the

single-particle momenta (same as regulating Jacobi momenta)

f (p1,p2,p3)≡ exp(−[(p2
1 + p2

2 + p2
3−p1 ·p2−p2 ·p3−p1 ·p3)/3Λ2

3N]n)

. Typical choice: Λ3N = 2 fm−1 with n = 4
I For estimate: average momenta for energy denominators, treat

regulators and theta functions as a geometric phase-space integral
. Approximate calculation accurate to within 20% at saturation

Sat. Λ = 4 fm-1

Sat. Λ = 2 fm-1
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I For different cutoffs, ratio is a pure function of kF/Λ

I Cutoff squeezes phase space for full 3-body interactions; raising the
cutoff (increasing the particle phase space) lowers the ratio for
estimate and exact calculation

I How do these ratios change for a local regulator?

Outlook

I Areas of on-going investigation:
. Quantitative assessment of particle-hole channel
. Generalize 3NF case study to long-range (pion) interactions
. Impact of different regulator forms
. Perturbativeness of 3NF versus NN interactions
. Scaling of higher many-body contributions
. Make concrete connection to power counting done in χEFT

and in-medium χPT
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